Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
Department of Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation
Parks Division

CAMPSITE DROP-IN SERVICE POLICY
APPLICATION
The campsite drop-in service provides the traveling public with the opportunity to camp in a
provincial park without having to make an advance booking. This policy applies to all campsites
in all provincial parks. The campsite drop-in service is only available in person at a park
checkpoint for a maximum of seven (7) consecutive nights depending on availability.
*The only method to guarantee a campsite within a provincial park is by making a
reservation.
DEFINITIONS
Campsite drop-in service: A service through which a person at a park checkpoint can register
for any vacant campsite for a maximum of seven (7) consecutive nights, depending on
availability, without paying a reservation fee.
Camping Unit: Registered camping equipment plus small tent or kitchen shelter.

PROCEDURES/GUIDELINES
1. The campsite drop-in service is only available in person at the park checkpoint and
cannot be reserved in advance by calling the park.
2. Clients can register at a park checkpoint for any vacant campsite for a maximum of seven
(7) consecutive nights. All camping fees must be paid in full upon registration.
3. Only one camping unit is permitted per campsite.
4. Depending on campsite availability, clients who wish to extend their stay can do so for
the same campsite or any other vacant campsite for a maximum seven (7) consecutive
nights using the campsite drop-in service.
5. Extensions using the drop-in service will only be granted during checkpoint hours on the
scheduled departure date, and depending on availability.
6. To guarantee a campsite beyond the drop-in period, clients are encouraged to make a
reservation by calling 1-877-214-CAMP (2267) or visiting www.nlcamping.ca.
7. The camping unit must vacate the campsite prior to 2:00 p.m. on the scheduled date of
departure.
8. Clients availing of the campsite drop-in service can check in anytime on their day of
arrival if a campsite is available.

